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Framework 

Receptive Skills 

Main Aim:  

Listening  

Planning Strength  

- Writing detailed procedures - Including accurate interaction patterns - Logical 
anticipated problems and good solutions  

Planning Areas to Work on  

- Stating aims: please do not forget mentioning the context and sub-skills when writing 
your aims. - Using accurate stage names on your plan e.g. skimming in a listening 
lesson. - Your language analysis sheet was too limited, Sarah.  

Awareness Strength  

- Good rapport - Good awareness of learning styles and backgrounds - It is nice that 
you responded to your students' needs by replaying the listening track again.  

Awareness Areas to Work on  

- You need to be more aware of your students' age when choosing material.  

Teaching Strengths  

- You are following effective techniques that help students understand listening texts. - 
You are familiarizing students with strategies to approach section 3 in the IELTS 
listening exam.  

Teaching Areas to Work on  

- Following an appropriate pace through the different activities of your lesson.  

Reflection Strengths  

Reflection Areas to Work on  

- Reflection on planning: this is the second time your language analysis sheet comes 
as an area to work on, Sarah.  

Professionalism Strengths  

- Being on time - Submitting your LP before your lesson - Having a professional 
appearance  

Professionalism Areas to Work on  

General Comment  

Thanks for delivering this lesson, Sarah. You managed to achieve your aim but you 
need to work on your pace.  

Grade  



To Standard  

Detailed Commentary  

- Lead-in: 13:19 PM: You started with a picture to generate students' interest, but 
please make sure your material is appropriate for the students' age. Good gallery 
walk activity. 13:23 PM: Open-class feedback - Context-setting: Nice student-centred 
activity. 13:27 PM: Open-class feedback. - Prediction 13:29 PM: Clear instructions 
and effective ICQs 13:30 PM: Pair check 13:31 PM: Giving an answer sheet to 
students. 14:32 PM: Getting students to predict things about the listening questions. 
13:37 PM: Students are working together on the listening questions. 13:28 PM: open-
class feedback on the key words. 13:39 PM: You asked students to find synonyms 
and paraphrases for the key words. 13:42 PM: Open-class feedback. 13:43 PM: It is 
good to see you ready with an IELTS listening answer sheet. 14 minutes are spent on 
this stage. This is too much, Sarah. Please be careful with pace. - Listening for details 
13:44 PM: You played the track. 13:58 PM: Pair check 13:59 PM: Handing students 
the answer sheet. - Text Analysis 14:01 PM: Students are asked to underline 
distractors, good job. 14:03 PM: pair checking 

 


